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Why and when did you start using Linux?
2005. The security issues with Windows XP were really blowing up at the time, so when I ordered a new computer for
school I made sure to do so with a second drive planning on giving 'Nix a try. I started off on Ubuntu on that machine,
and when I got a laptop a couple of years later I wanted to try something different and ran through a couple distros
before settling on PCLinuxOS. It's become my everyday driver, and I now use Linux most of the time on my own
machines simply because I like it better. I'm currently running Debian 10 and PCLinuxOS.
What specific equipment do currently use with PCLinuxOS?
This desktop has an AMD Ryzen 7 3800X, Radeon 580X graphics, Asus X570 mobo, and 64GB of G-Skill Ripjaws
RAM. I also have a Nektar Impact GX61 MIDI controller keyboard and Focusrite Scarlett 4i4 audio interface
connected to this machine since it's my production rig. I also have PCLinuxOS installed on a hand-me-down laptop
(Lenovo Z580) that runs only Linux.
Do you feel that your use of Linux influences the reactions you receive from your computer peers or family? If
so, how?
I'm not sure how much using Linux has to do with it, but I've certainly become the tech support for my family...

Outside of a few die-hards, I find that folks generally aren't too hung up on what OS you use. I use Windows, MacOS,
and Linux daily and think each has its place, though I'd likely never use Windows at all on my own boxes if WINE
support for games and a few audio programs was better.
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